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Handouts 
It is best not to provide any handouts before, or after, 
a presentation, lest the audience should get a better 
idea of what you’re on about.

Equipment
You will need:
•  A screen that catches the sun nicely
•  Some dried-up flipchart pens
•  Ear staples and an ear stapler

Preparation
To avoid looking too slick, keep rehearsals to a 
minimum.

Delivery
•  Reading from a script worked for Laurence Olivier  
 and there’s no reason why it shouldn’t work for you.
•  Remember that it’s important to get your   
 presentation right. Avoid looking at the members  
 of the audience or making any kind of eye-contact:  
 they might think you’re not focussed.

Using slides
•  Clever phrases and acronyms will make you look  
 intelligent: use them liberally.
•  A well-placed piece of ClipArt (e.g. A cartoon cat in  
 a baseball cap) adds colour to even the most dry of  
 subjects.
•  Write everything you want to say, verbatim, 
 on the slides so you can read it out without 
 forgetting anything.
•  It’s amazing what you can do with fonts and   
 effects these days – don’t waste the opportunity.

Room layout
Rows of seating are preferred to:    
• Discourage eye contact between the   
 presenter and the audience.
•  Allow the presenter to take cover  
 behind a lectern or other    
 furniture.
•  Avoid questions.

This is a suggested programme for a 30-minute presentation with extension 
activities for rambling asides and extraneous slides.

Alan’s top tips for perfect presentati ons

Hellooo fellow presenters!

I’m Alan and I’ve given more
 presentations than I 

care to mention: and more th
an my audiences care to 

remember! (I think Christine
 was joking when she said th

at…) 

Anyway here’s my guide to pr
esentations: everything I ca

n 

tell you about how I prepare
 and deliver a focused and 

efficient presentation. Enjoy
! Alan


